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introduction

T

his issue of the Newsletter coincides with the Chinese New
Year and our Full Circle weekend, in which the Concord community comes together to dream the year ahead for the organisation, a Winter edition but at a time of new beginnings when
signs of the next season beckon us to move forward.
This issue includes news from the recent Pilgrimage to Japan by
twenty intrepid Concord participants and facilitators to honour our
lineage, together with stunning photography, reviews of our programmes, articles and poetry, generously contributed by members
of the Concord community - a celebration of the benefits they have
enjoyed from participation and which we invite newcomers to discover. We acknowledge all of those who have contributed to this
newsletter and hope that you enjoy this gift from the community
to all.
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The gateway to Kumano Hongu Taisha by Stephen Hopper
The Shrine itself we were asked not to photograph.

Mich io Ku shi
Honou ri ng our L i ne a ge
B Y GREG J O HNS O N

T

his past year a group of 20 people affiliated with Concord Institute completed a
12-day pilgrimage to Japan, highlighted
by a trek through the Kumano mountains of
Wakayama prefecture over several days, paying
our respects to three ancient Shinto shrines. The
main shrine, the Kumano Hongu Taisha, was celebrating its 2,050th birthyear since its founding.
It so happens also that Kokawa town nearby in
Wakayama prefecture was the birthplace of my
teacher, Michio Kushi, who was born there on 17
May 1926. Mr. Kushi almost single-handedly was
responsible for the emergence of the worldwide
macrobiotic and wholefood movement that has
become so popular in recent years.
Mr. Kushi passed away in 2014 at the auspicious
age of 88, while living in semi-retirement in the
city of Boston in the US. Japan has several age
markers for longevity. The age marker for 88 is
called “beiju” (米寿) consisting of characters for
rice (米) and longevity (寿). In a way those two
elements capture the essence of macrobiotics,
the body of work to which he committed his life.

Michio was a towering figure in the field of oriental medicine and philosophy and was credited
personally by the Smithsonian Institute’s National Museum of American History with founding the natural food and wholefood movement
in the United States.

In Japan, as a young man, Michio developed a
keen interest in world peace due to his experiences as a young soldier in World War II, having
witnessed the aftermath of the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. After the war,
he graduated from prestigious Tokyo University
where he studied law and political science, followed with graduate studies in international
law.
One day while out in Tokyo, amidst the rubble
as Japan was rebuilding from the war, he stumbled on an odd building with an oversized sign
which read Student World Government Association. Amused, he went inside to inquire since
he shared a similar interest. It was there he met
Yukikazu Sakurazawa (later adopting the name
Georges Ohsawa), a former pacifist and writer, who had organised this centre to promote
“shokuyo” or macrobiotics as it is now called,
a method for establishing health and peace by
returning to a more traditional diet of whole,
natural foods.
It was his belief that true peace could not be
achieved without a concomitant biological
change instituted by changing the food we eat.
Upon entering the building, Michio noticed that
the shoes removed at the entrance by those inside were haphazardly strewn about. He took
the time to rearrange the shoes in pairs with the
shoes pointing away so that they could be easily
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stepped into upon departure. When Ohsawa was
informed of what Michio had done, he acknowledged Michio publicly, realising that he had a
special student indeed.
Michio studied macrobiotic philosophy under
Ohsawa for a period of time but in 1949 decided to go to America to continue graduate studies at Columbia University in New York. As his
practice of macrobiotics continued, he noticed
a distinct change in his health and well-being.
It was not long before Michio began broadening
his study of diet and nutrition and began teaching macrobiotics. In the early 1960s, Michio and
his family moved to Boston.
As an academic, I am sure he felt at home in Boston, home of some of the most important institutes of higher learning in the world. It didn’t
go to well at first. In 1966, his attempt to establish an institute to promote macrobiotics in his
home residence failed to get approval from the
local planning authorities of both the towns of
Cambridge and Wellesley. He eventually settled
in Brookline, a town just outside Boston.
By that time, he had already started gathering
a small following of students, among them one
Evan Root, a close friend and facilitator for the
Institute. Michio and his wife Aveline also began
importing traditional food products from Japan such as miso, tamari, and umeboshi. Before
long, a small retail outlet called Erewhon Trading Company was opened on Newbury Street in
Boston.
Some consider this the first authentic natural
foods store in America. I had the privilege to
work there in the early 1970s as produce manager and later as store manager. It was an extremely popular market. It was so crowded on
weekends that you could hardly move about in
the store. Years later, I was commissioned to
open a new Erewhon store in Brookline by Aveline Kushi. She had given me $25,000 and provided a dozen or so work-study students from
Europe who exchanged work at the store for
room and board at the Kushi house.
8

By the way, though his students including me
often called him Michio, it would have been unthinkable in Japan to address him in that way. In
Japan, Michio would simply be called “sensei”, a
term of respect whose literal meaning was someone born earlier than you, but in fact carried an
important distinction and air of authority such
as doctor, professor, lawyer, or teacher.
In the late 1960s and early 70s, something remarkable began to happen. There began an
amazing convergence between the efforts of
Michio to promote macrobiotics, and the youth
of the time who were growing more disillusioned
with the Vietnam war and the direction of society in general. People, including myself, got
wind of macrobiotics through the underground
grapevine and flocked to Boston to work and
study in the growing macrobiotic community.
The macrobiotic community at that time consisted of several retail stores, a natural food distribution company, several café-restaurants, a
bookstore, and numerous study houses where
upwards a dozen or so people could share a
house or large flat. Typically, a study house was
operated by a senior macrobiotic husband-wife
team who provided home-cooked macrobiotic
meals and some informal macrobiotic lectures
or classes.
Michio was also giving public lectures on weekday evenings at the Arlington Street Church,
which later became the venue for the memorial
service to honour his life. The lectures I attended
were far-ranging and inspiring. He had a slow deliberate way of speaking, presenting his lectures
so that what emerged was a grand and unique
interpretation on diverse subjects such as biological evolution, nutrition, organ relationships
in the human body, world history, male-female
relationships, types of diseases, various occult
sciences such as the I Ching, 9-star astrology,
and Feng Shui to name a few.
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He and his family ultimately relocated to Buckminster Road in Brookline, a large 11,000 square
foot stone mansion that was originally part of
a local college campus. It was around this time,
the mid-to-late 70s, that macrobiotics began to
shift its emphasis away from larger cosmological questions discussed at the earlier lectures,
toward healing serious illnesses such as cancer,
diabetes, AIDS, etc.
In the early 80s, macrobiotics suddenly achieved
new popularity on account of a book called Recalled by Life, written by Anthony Sattilaro, a
medical doctor and president of a hospital in
Philadelphia, that documented his recovery
from pancreatic cancer through macrobiotics.
Soon after, Michio, as well as many senior macrobiotic teachers, began spending more time
consulting with cancer patients and others with
serious illness who flocked to macrobiotics after
reading this book.
Having lived in Japan for nearly 10 years, I understood the enormity of the commitment that
Michio made in coming to America to share with
us the dietary and healing practices of the Far
East as a means toward achieving world peace.
Had he stayed in Japan, he most likely would
have had a natural escalator to the highest echelons of business or government, given his educational credentials.
It is that commitment to leave his homeland and
dedicate himself toward one peaceful world for
which I honour the life of Michio Kushi. Without that commitment, I perhaps would have
had quite a different life. I am grateful beyond
words to Michio for the gifts I have received
that have enabled me to care for my health for
many decades, to raise a healthy family, and to
find something meaningful to which to commit
my life. Michio may very well have been, as he
claimed from time to time, an earthly manifestation of one of the Shinto deities that form a
spiritual nexus throughout Japan by way of the
many Shinto shrines.
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JAPAN
PILGRIMAGE
OCTOBER 2018

PHOTOGRAPHY BY STEPHEN HOPPER
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all photographs ©2018 Stephen Hopper
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THIS
LAND
SPEAKS
A LESSON IN REVERENCE &
TIMELESSNESS FROM THE
NACHI FALLS, JAPAN

E

ncountering Nachi no
Taki, Japan’s tallest and
most revered waterfall,
is one of those beautiful and
profound experiences that becomes imprinted for life.
As we weave our way down in
the morning drizzle from the
nearby Nachi Taisha Shrine,
picking our way carefully through the forest on ancient stone steps ground slippery-smooth by the feet of
countless pilgrims over the
centuries, Nachi’s roar grows
steadily louder. We’d already
had a distant view from

WORDS & PHOTOGRAPHY
BY STEPHEN HOPPER
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across the valley, but as we finally arrive up
close, low clouds momentarily obscure the top
of the falls. I’m struck with the surreal, dreamlike impression of water simply pouring down
in a slow-motion, thundering column from the
heavens, as if from some unthinkably huge
tap somewhere in the mists above the ancient
mountain forest.
A ton of water every second plunges down in a
single drop of 133 meters (435ft)—somewhere
between the height of St Paul’s Cathedral and
Beachy Head—into the rock basin below, before cascading through the boulders strewn at
our feet. Just as it has done since before anyone was around to count the years, and just as
it will doubtless continue to do long after all
counting stops.
Thundering. Relentless. Timeless. Humbling.
As I have experienced many times on this trip,
I find myself caught in two parallel streams:
mind and body quietly busy with the art of
picture-making, while somewhere in the background awareness a deeper conversation quietly unfolds.
This land speaks, and mostly it speaks quietly.
But in an endless roar Nachi no Taki announces itself to the human heart as an object of
worship—though not in the sense of bowing in
fear, or in some act of mindless deference to an
inanimate object.
Nachi no Taki predates and outlives the smallness of human history played out in the lands
around it over the centuries. Wars, politics, dynasties, dramas, tragedies and triumphs, overwhelmed and washed away without a trace.
Nachi still flows. It lives. It breathes.
As I breathe in its mist and thunder, it inspires—literally breathes into me, into all of
us—time-less-ness.
No time. All time. Reverence. Deep respect.
As in the outer world, so in the inner. Saturated, scoured. In this moment at least, all personal story and drama, cares and concerns are
overwhelmed and washed away without trace.
And Nachi still thunders. n
14
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The
Foundation
Course

20
20

R EV I EW ED B Y C H ARL O T T E D E L A NEY
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E

ntering into the work at Concord was taking a step into the unknown for me. I hadn’t
had long conservations about what it was,
having heard about it only a few months earlier. I looked on the website and was intrigued
by the description of the iEvolve programme;
it was very aligned with other things that had
been coming up for me. It felt like a unique programme, and I wanted to find out more.
I was at an airport when I phoned into the
Concord office to enquire. I was transitioning
back home after having been away for work, in
a space of limbo, from where I called to enquire
into a new possibility. I took a leap, and booked
in.
As iEvolve completed, I knew I definitely
wanted to do The Foundation Course, I wanted
to go deeper. It was just a question of when. I
was initially concerned about the length of the
programme, fitting it in with work and family.
However it had resonated with me that there was
a certain window of possibility, I was starting to
trust my instincts, taking a stand for myself for
the things I wanted to do. A year previously I
would have thought it was impossible to do The
Foundation Course and would have dismissed it
immediately, but now I was able to commit. And
as soon as I made the commitment, it felt clear
that it was the right time for it to be happening.
The overall impact of The Foundation Course
was incredibly powerful for me, this impact
happening gradually and in subtle ways. As I
attended the sessions week by week: bodywork;
cooking; self-enquiry, little bits slowly built up,
to create new ground in my life.
For me there were three main things about The
Foundation Course that made it so powerful.
Firstly, the various elements of the programme,
each of which made a difference. I felt very
connected in cooking, and really enjoyed being
in the kitchen. Before doing the programme, I
felt very out of touch with how I was feeling in
my body. I gained a lot from slowing down and
doing bodywork, and having a regular structure
around it. I found the self-enquiry challenging

- but in a good way! The sessions helped to
provide clarity on what was coming up for me.
Learning to just trust - myself and others - was
an important theme for me throughout the
programme.
The second thing that made The Foundation
Course so powerful was the group. We came
together as a group of individuals of such
different ages and backgrounds, yet we were
absolutely there to support each other as we
went through this process. Being in it as a group
gave us a strength we didn’t have on our own.
I found it very powerful to be authentic with
myself and to share that with other people, this
being so different to how we usually are in day
to day life.
The third factor was the holding of the
programme; the container of the Production
team, Coaches, and Facilitators. They were
consistently there for us all, week after week,
providing a strong and safe framework for the
work we were doing, which enabled us to go to
the places we needed to go to, see and feel what
we needed to.
Since completing The Foundation Course there
have been some challenging situations come up
in my life. The Foundation Course has given me a
very different place to be within this: I have felt
grounded, calm, and looked after myself. When
I have felt myself going off track I’ve been able
to come back to the tools I’ve learned: to cook
myself some simple nourishing food, to do some
bodywork. This has sustained me. I’ve also felt
less reactive - at work and at home interactions
with others have been smoother.
The difference The Foundation Course has made
has been subtle, but has stayed with me. It has
given me something to fall back on. From the
start of my work with Concord this has been
a journey of trusting my instincts, and being
honest with myself and others. I now feel able to
stay true to myself, and take a stand for things
that are important to me. I can make things
happen.
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Blac k Tu r t le Bea n
“Mother of all Stews”

ILLUSTRATION BY BLANDINE BARDEAU

B Y B L A NDINE B A RDEA U

W

inter is the Water element season in
Chinese Medicine and Macrobiotics:
deep, cold, dark and still, this season
is all about taking care of our kidney/bladder energy, which loves plenty of sleep, rest,
meditation, and food-wise loves foods that are
more on the Yang side of life (seaweeds, fish,
tamari, miso etc…). Black beans are the kings
of beans in Macrobiotics: considered Yang in
the world of beans, they are the perfect plantbased protein to nourish our kidneys in the
winter months. To me, there’s nothing quite
like a creamy and chocolaty black bean stew or
soup when it is freezing outside. The cooking
juice from black beans is considered medicinal
in Macrobiotics, and you can drink it with a
dash of tamari to support your kidney energy.

22

Ingredients (serves 4 to 6)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 cup Black Turtle Beans, washed and
soaked overnight
1 large onion
2 medium carrots
2 sticks of celery
Half of a small pumpkin or/and sweet
potato
Tamari
Sea salt
Fresh parsley or coriander for garnish
1 piece of fresh ginger (about 4cm)
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Process
1. Discard the soaking water of the beans.
Place in a pressure cooker if you have
one, or a pan, with a strip of Kombu, a
couple of dried bay leaves, and a piece
of fresh ginger. Add enough water so
there’s about 5cm of liquid above the
beans. Note that the ginger and bay
leaves are optional, but the kombu is
essential to make the beans digestible.
2. Bring to a boil, and scoop off and discard
the foam.
3. Cook for 40-50mins in a pressure cooker.
4. If you don’t have a pressure cooker, do
the same steps, and once it’s boiling,
put on a low flame or flame diffuser for
about 2 hours, making sure along the
way that there’s plenty of water, and
taste the beans after 1.5hours to see if
they are cooked or almost cooked.
5. Cut all your vegetables into small dice.
6. Heat-up some olive oil in a LeCreuset
pot or a frying pan. Add the onion, with
a pinch of salt, and fry on a medium to
high flame. Stir occasionally, making
sure the onion isn’t scorching, lower the
flame if necessary.
7. Add all of your other vegetables with a
good amount of salt. Place a lid that is
smaller that your pot (or pan) on top of
the vegetables, and then close the pot
of pan with its own lid. This method is
called “drop-lid”, and it allows for the
veg to steam as well as fry inside the
pot, making them sweet and delicious. I
use this technique for all my stews and
soups (merci Jean Torné…). I like to add
a couple of big chunks of ginger on top
of the vegetables for a lovely gingery
taste - make them big enough so you can
remove them later.
8. Leave to steam for 10 minutes on
medium-low flame, you can listen to the
noise from time to time to make sure it
isn’t burning.
9. Take off the lid, carefully take out the
hot drop-lid and stir the contents. Take

a good look and assess the vegetables,
they probably need another 10 minutes.
Personally, I like it when they start to
soften and break a little before adding
the beans.
10. When they are ready, and the beans are
cooked, add the beans without the juice
first.
11. Then slowly add some bean juice, not
too much at first. The kombu you used
for cooking the beans should have
broken up, I like to leave it and mix it
into the stew, which is a great way of
having some seaweed. Add a couple of
generous pinches of salt and stir.
12. Put on a high flame until it boils, then
leave it to simmer with the lid almost
completely closed for 20mins.
13. Depending on how long you have, you
may add more juice and keep it cooking
for longer to reduce. If you’re running
out of time, take off the lid, as the
juice will evaporate quicker. What you
want is to serve a stew where the beans
have married with its juice, creating a
creamy texture, not too runny, and not
too “dough-like” either.
14. It is important not to add too much salt,
as this stew is lovely with some Tamari
added right at the end. Tamari and
black beans marry together very well,
and create an extraordinary depth.
Don’t forget to remove the pieces of
ginger before serving.
15. Once ready and seasoned to your taste
with Tamari, serve with fresh parsley
or coriander as garnish.
Note: You can add a lot more juice from the beans
to turn into a soup. You can leave all the vegetables
in “bits”, or blend it. If there isn’t enough bean
juice, add some home-made vegetable stock.
Another delicious and simple alternative to this
dish is to cook the beans with juice (once cooked in
the pressure cooker first) with tamari, without the
vegetables. It creates a rich, dark and creamy stew.
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PHOTOGRAPH BY MARTIN VICKERS
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E x plorin g t he Body
with Ma ri a S e rrano
RE V I E W E D B Y A ND I O S HO

W

ith a hectic work schedule and writing deadline looming, giving up an
entire weekend to do bodywork felt
counter-intuitive. Luckily, the part of me that
listens for possibilities not problems had access
to my credit card and so I found myself registered on this two day programme.
The workshop was exquisitely led by
Maria Serrano, Concord’s main bodywork
facilitator for The Foundation Course who
began with group introductions. At first I
assumed this was just a pleasantry but it
was more than that. Through a series of
simple games, Maria turned a disparate
group of individuals into a flock exploring
our relationship with bodywork and
ultimately our bodies in the safe space she
had created.
Over the two days we learned Do-in
sequences and acupressure points to
rebalance, heal and support our bodies.
We stretched, massaged and danced,
sometimes working alone, sometimes in
pairs but always as a group in a programme
which perfectly balanced information,
demonstration and practice.
Unlike the gym and similar activities,
this programme made available the

opportunity to align ourselves, meeting
our body where it was - its abilities,
apparent flaws and strengths - in a
methodical, grounded way. We discovered
new practices to heal, diagnose and treat
the body drawing on the wisdom of eastern
medicine and giving us alternatives to the
western default of medication. An instance
of this I particularly appreciated was when
we balanced chakras using chanting and
created a powerful, healing vibration,
which filled the room.
As the weekend drew to a close I wondered
how I might remember the wealth of
information that had been shared with us
but then I realised, this workshop was not
about remembering everything. It was an
oasis, a charging station on our journey, a
place to begin again, reconnect, reaffirm
and kickstart.
Personally, the workshop was also a
reminder of the limitations of head energy
and that to navigate all that life sends our
way requires a solid foundation beneath
us and this begins and ends with the body.
If you have time, I would recommend
this workshop. And if you are too busy, I
strongly recommend it.
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The Mys ter y & Powe r

26
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of t he Magica l Pa sses
B Y C HA RL O TTE HO PPER

T

ensegrity is one of the most powerful and
special tools we are fortunate to have
available to us at Concord Institute. For
those who are less familiar, Tensegrity is the
modern term given to a group of disciplines
that originate from a lineage of Shamans from
Ancient Mexico. In the late 1960’s, an Anthropologist named Carlos Castaneda met and later
became the apprentice of Don Juan Matus, the
Nagual (Leader) of that particular line of Seers.
After writing many books detailing his adventures with Don Juan, it was not until the mid
1990’s that Castaneda published a book called
Magical Passes, making the once deeply secret
movements and practices, available to the world
at large.

to begin the Facilitator training. I was accepted,
and we began our first training at a workshop in
Germany in Summer 2014.

Around the same time, Castaneda founded an
organisation named Cleargreen Incorporated,
with the intention to promote and teach the
knowledge and practice of Tensegrity, and the
wisdom and learnings of this ancient lineage.

Alongside that there has been some homework,
although not too much, and a lot of self-review
and personal (and impersonal) discovery as the
challenges of life were presented throughout it
all. It wasn’t easy to undertake the work, and
I’m thankful to Concord and the community for
making it possible.

Fast forward to 2014, and I found myself fortunate enough to be part of the second cohort of
students to begin Facilitator training with Cleargreen. I had never heard of Tensegrity until I
first attended iEvolve at Concord in 2011, but for
me it was of instant appeal. I was enticed by the
movements, counter intuitive and incomparable
with other forms of movement and breath I had
engaged with before. The mystery, the magic
and the silence they gave me was profound.
Having begun attending the Tensegrity classes
at Concord when I moved to London in 2013,
it became something of a mainstay in my life.
I organised my first workshop with Tensegrity
Instructor Guilhem Morera (aka Jim Morris) in
Spring 2014 and, after encouragement from several long term practitioners, I decided to apply

It has been an extraordinary journey since then.
I’ve had the privilege of attending six workshops, and meeting practitioners and facilitators from all over the world. The main aspect of
the training has been in the leading of 12 Cyclicity Series, each containing 4 classes that cover a
specific area of focus and teach a special Magical
Pass to support the exploration of that topic. It’s
a real gift to see how much my experience of being in and leading a group has evolved over this
time, and I feel honoured to be a representative
for Tensegrity within Concord.

The mystery and power of the Magical Passes
remains ever present, and I have deep appreciation for the gift that they are. I am truly grateful
to have now completed my Level 2 certification,
and look forward to offering classes at Concord
for beginners and regulars alike. If you’ve not
attended before or would like to invite someone
to come along with you, I offer you my wholehearted encouragement!
For information about our Tensegrity series go to :
https://www.concordinstitute.com/programme/tensegrity/
To find out more about Cleargreen, you can visit their website here:
https://castaneda.com/
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Foraging & Fermenting
B Y M A RT I N BA IL EY

O

now. Then my attention is brought to a plant
or mushroom and there’s a sense of magic and
aliveness as we meet.

The natural world can appear quite barren at
this time. My years of conditioning certainly
had me believe that this is so. As such, on Winter
walks I’d cast only a cursory glance at the carpet
of debris beneath me. I’d pass by the skeletal
remains of glorious umbels on stalks towering
high above the leaf litter, perhaps pausing
momentarily to admire their beauty. Now to
me these hollow structures serve as messengers
whispering the promise of new life and tender
young edible shoots.

Fermenting and wild food really go hand in
hand. The freshest leaves, shoots and bulbs are
carefully selected and foraged. All this goodness
is then not only preserved but is miraculously
transformed by bacteria, fungi and the enzymes
they produce during the fermentation process.
Minerals become more bio-available, nutrients
are enhanced and complex, wonderful flavors
develop.

utside my window there are fresh fox trails in
deep snow. It’s surely Winter time still, and yet
there is a sense of rising energy as ideas and
visions begin to manifest. Preparations must be made
for the year ahead. Buds are forming on trees and the
birds call forth the season’s change.

Foraging for food, getting to know plants
intimately throughout the seasons, has led me
to experience the world differently. Looking for,
often very subtle, clues in nature I’ve learned to
view things on the micro as well as macro scale.
Regularly foraging and consuming wild food
you can’t help but become more attuned to your
environment. This simple act is quite profound
in the way it connects us with the earth, giving a
sense of being rooted in the place we live.
As I walk my breathing deepens and gradually
I come to my senses. Thoughts quieten and
my being expands to meet the surrounding
landscape. I am drawn this way and that, until
finally my feet come to a standstill. I am not sure
why but it feels like this is the place to be right
28

Next follows a spark of inspiration for some wild
food creation - a soup, salad, herbal infusion,
tincture or perhaps a seasonal ferment.

Our job is to set up the right conditions for this
transformation to take place. We are invited
to slow down, let go of the desire to be in
control and “touch the process” - to listen to
the environment, taste as we go, adding a little
of this and a little of that, a pinch of salt at a
time. It’s alchemy and requires a high degree of
presence, of feeling into what is needed in each
moment. Fermenting is more of an art than a
series of rules to be followed and every time the
set of circumstances is completely unique.
Over the coming weeks, nature’s wild offerings
may include hairy bitter cress (neither hairy
nor bitter!), alexanders, winter cress, jack by
the hedge, wild garlic shoots, cleavers, black
mustard and crow garlic.
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A seasonal Winter kraut
•
•
•
•
•

Several handfuls of black mustard leaves
One white cabbage
Two teaspoons of cumin seeds
Two beetroots, sliced thinly and evenly
Approximately one tablespoon of sea salt

A Winter meets Spring ferment
•
•
•
•

A few handfuls of crunchy wild garlic stems
and leaves
One white cabbage
A small jar of pink peppercorns in brine
Approximately one tablespoon of sea salt

•

•

•

•

•

Wash and chop your ingredients then place in
a large mixing bowl. Add a little salt and mix
the contents with your hands. Taste to see
if more salt is required. Carry on gradually
adding and mixing like this until it tastes
about right – salty but not unpalatable.
There needs to be enough salt to prevent
aerobic fermentation by airborne bacteria.
Next, leave ingredients for 20 minutes or
so, during which time the salt will start to
bring out the juices from the vegetables.
Massage them to further help this action,
then transfer them into a large, wide necked
jar (sterilised).
Push contents down as much as possible
using your hands or a rolling pin then place
a weight, such as a jar filled with water with
the lid on, inside your main jar. This is to
weigh the vegetables down so that they will
become submerged in salty brine.
Once fermentation starts taking place
(usually after a day or so) the brine level
will rise to cover your vegetables. If after a
few days this hasn’t happened you can add a
little mineral water to bring the level up. It’s
worth placing a tray or saucer under the jar
as there may be some overflowing.
Sample the kraut regularly and when it tastes
good to you (probably after around a week)
remove the weight, pop a lid on the jar and
store in the fridge. It will keep for weeks or
even months.

A precautionary note: Only pick and consume wild plants if you are one hundred
percent certain you can positively identify them. Also, with any new food, err on
the side of caution, trying only a small quantity to begin with.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY MARTIN BAILEY

Basic kraut method
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Into the Labyrinth
I go down deep into the cave
to kill the monster at its heart
and wander in the night
turning the same turnings many times
twine wrapping thickly over twine.
And in the depths
I see my face
reflected in a sudden blood red light.
The glass shatters.
The thousand faces that I might have worn
hang fixed an instant in the air
then crumple to the floor.
I am no more.
Nor have I ever been.
I am created new with every step I take.
Many hands have made this twine
planted seeds of flax
worked fields and cleared out weeds
spun threads in gathering dark
and braided them together
to make many into one.
And all these hands have led me into light.
I wind the twine up as I go
and hang it where the cavern’s mouth is kissed by sun
ready for the day you come
to kill your monster.

M A RI E FA L L O N
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The Din ing C lu b
REVIEW ED B Y TIM C RO W THER

I

nspired by a former Concord participant
whose hobby was to pamper himself from
time to time and experience a taste of impeccability by staying overnight in a five star
hotel, a few years ago I started going out with
friends for occasional dinners at London’s top
hotels. We dined at The Dorchester, Claridge’s,
The Savoy, The Four Seasons, The Langham, The
Meridian and The Ritz (all on special deals, I hasten to add). Whilst the surroundings and service
were amazing and the food marvellous (but the
music awful!) I have to say that not one bite of
it matched what Jean Torné and his students at
the Concord School of Culinary Arts have created over the years - food that is not only delicious
but deeply nourishing for body, mind and spirit.
I was therefore very pleased to hear that Jean
was to reopen The Dining Club at Concord. Unfortunately I missed the Christmas meal but
signed up for January, which was to be something different from the flavours and textures
of our macrobiotic lineage, but just as balanced,
traditional and fitting for the season. Saba Ranzato was given free rein to propose a menu
sourced from her Italian roots and gave us two
dishes to warm us with rich Mediterranean flavours that I don’t think any of the sixteen diners
had experienced before.
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For the main course we enjoyed Pasta e Fasoi
alla Veneta – a traditional Italian soup which has
its origins in ancient Rome. Saba and Jean created their own take on the dish using wholegrain
pasta in a rich, savoury creamy soup of Borlotti
beans and organic vegetables. The creaminess
was balanced by a tart side salad: an Italian relish of pickled vegetables. We enjoyed the dish
with freshly-baked sourdough bread and olive
oil.
For dessert we enjoyed a rich delicious cake
based on a recipe from the Veneto region. Altogether a five star meal but without the sting of a
five star price!
It was a relaxing informal evening, nourishing
not just for body, but for heart and soul, offering
time both to catch up with Concord colleagues
and to meet newcomers as we were joined by
some guests new to Concord. The Dining Club
offers a great way for you to bring along guests
just to get a feel for the space and a sense of us
as an organisation.
I heartily invite you to come along and invite a
guest to share the experience.
Our next Dining Club will be held on 21 February - click here for
details:
https://www.concordinstitute.com/programme/diningclub/
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Passing Parcels
She handed me the parcel
and then the music stopped.
I began to peel away a layer
the paper shiny red and crumpled at the edge.
What wonders waited there for me?
And then I saw the next layer
Shining blue immaculate.
What new wonders would there be inside?
When the music stopped again
I passed it on to you.
Once the parcel had been too big for a whole tribe to hold
and now it is small enough
to pass from hand to hand.
One day some daughter of your daughter’s daughter’s child
will open a parcel as small as a robin’s egg
and find the oceans of love we have poured down through our lives.

M A RI E FA L L O N
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Programmes 2019
For more information just click on any programme title to go to the relevant page on our website

Tensegrity - Winter Series
Come and develop your Tensegrity practise
LONDON

Wednesdays, February 13 & 20 (from 7pm to 9pm)
Saturday, February 16 (from 2:30pm to 5pm).
Fee: £30 for the series, £10 drop-in

i Evolve

Our gateway programme into the transformational work of Concord Institute
LONDON

March 1, 2, 3 (from 9am to approximately 11pm)
and the evening of March 6 (from 7pm to 11pm).
Fee: £475 (deposit: £200, non-refundable and non-transferrable)

The Foundation Course
A 10 week programme with cooking, bodywork and self-expression to create a foundation
for the breakthrough created in the iEvolve programme
LONDON

4 weekends (10am-7pm, lunch provided)
and
10 evening sessions (9 Tuesdays & 1 Thursday 7pm-10.30pm)
Commences April 6
Fee: £1,600 (deposit: £250, non-refundable and non-transferrable)

Tensegrity - Spring Series
Come and develop your Tensegrity practise
LONDON

Wednesdays, March 20, 27 & April 3 (from 7pm to 9pm)
Saturday, March 30 (from 2:30pm to 5pm).
Fee: £30 for the series, £10 drop-in
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Wholefoods Essentials
Lay a foundation in wholefoods cooking with chef Jean Torné’s delicious & inspiring cooking series,
learning the basics for long-term health, well being and joy in the kitchen
LONDON

February 11, 18, 25, March 11, 18, 25 (from 7pm to 9:30pm)
Fee: £270 (deposit: £100, non-refundable and non-transferrable)

Mastery of Cooking
The course is a one-year in-depth study of wholefood and macrobiotic cooking under the tutelage
of Jean Torné, world-renowned master wholefood chef and cooking instructor
LONDON

Spring Module commences on March 29
Fee: £1,500 per module (deposit: £300, non-refundable and non-transferrable)

Power, Intent and Evolution
This residential programme contains equal portions of bodywork and dialogue,
each of which is used to release and redeploy energy
OXON HOATH, KENT

April 11 to 14 (Residential)
Fee: £850 (deposit: £250, non-refundable and non-transferrable)

JumpStart

Jumpstart your access to health through intensive training in wholefood cooking and bodywork
and engaging in rigorous dialogue to accelerate the journey from survival to freedom
OXON HOATH, KENT

August 19-25 (Residential)
Fee: £1,850 (deposit: £350, non-refundable and non-transferrable)
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Thank you to everyone who
has so generously contributed
to this newsletter
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Concord Institute
Unit 2, 2-4 Thane Works
London N7 7NU
Tel: 020 7607 1140
email: evolve@concordinstitute.com
www.concordinstitute.com
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